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The Large Area Telescope on board the Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope has collected the
largest ever sample of high-energy cosmic-ray electron and positron events since the beginning of
its operation. Potential anisotropies in the arrival directions of cosmic-ray electrons/positrons could
be a signature of the presence of nearby sources. We use almost 7 years of data with energies
above 42 GeV processed with the Pass 8 reconstruction. The present data sample can probe dipole
anisotropies down to a level of 10−3. We take into account systematic effects that could mimic true
anisotropies at this level. We present a detailed study of the event selection optimization of the
cosmic-ray electrons/positrons to be used for anisotropy searches. Since no significant anisotropies
have been detected on any angular scale, we present upper limits on the dipole anisotropy. The
present constraints are among the strongest to date probing the presence of nearby young and
middle-aged sources.
PACS numbers: 96.50.S-, 95.35.+d130
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INTRODUCTION132
High-energy (GeV–TeV) charged Cosmic Rays (CRs)133
impinging on the top of the Earth’s atmosphere are134
believed to be produced in our galaxy, most likely in135
Supernova Remnants (SNRs). During their journey136
to our solar system, CRs are scattered on random137
and irregular components of the Galactic Magnetic138
Field (GMF), which almost isotropize their direction139
distribution.140
CR electrons and positrons (CREs) rapidly lose energy141
through synchrotron radiation and inverse Compton142
collisions with low-energy photons of the interstellar143
radiation field. As a result, CREs observed with144
energies of 100 GeV (1 TeV) originated from relatively145
nearby locations, less than about 1.6 kpc (0.75 kpc)146
away [1]; therefore high-energy CREs could originate147
from a collection of a few nearby sources [2–4]. Evidence148
for a local CRE source would be of great relevance for149
understanding the nature of their production.150
The Large Area Telescope (LAT) on board the Fermi151
Gamma-ray Space Telescope observes the entire sky152
every 2 orbits (∼3 hours) when the satellite is operated153
in the usual “sky-survey mode” [5], making it an ideal154
instrument to search for anisotropies on any angular scale155
and from any direction in the sky.156
In 2010, we published the results of the first CRE157
anisotropy search in the energy range above 60 GeV158
using the data collected by the LAT in its first year of159
operation, with null results [1]. In this work, we update160
our previous search using the data collected over almost161
7 years and analyzed with a new CRE event selection162
(Pass 8) [6], in a broader energy range from 42 GeV to 2163
TeV and improving the analysis methods.164
We optimized the analysis to minimize any systematic165
effect that could mimic a signal, for instance effects of166
the geomagnetic field. For this purpose, we performed167
a detailed simulation study of the usual methods for168
anisotropy searches to check for any possible features or169
biases on the results. Finally, following our validation170
studies, we present the results obtained analyzing the171
LAT data, providing a sensitivity to dipole anisotropy as172
low as 10−3.173
ANALYSIS METHODS174
The starting point to search for anisotropies is the175
construction of a reference sky map that should be seen176
by the instrument if the CRE flux was isotropic, and177
represents the null hypothesis. A comparison of the178
reference map with the actual map should reveal the179
presence of any anisotropies in the data.180
We perform our studies in Galactic coordinates, and181
we also use the zenith-centered coordinates to check for182
any feature due to the geomagnetic field. All maps have183
been built using the HEALPix pixelization scheme with184
Nside = 64 [7].185
Since the expected signal is tiny, four data-driven186
methods are used to create the reference map. These187
methods mitigate potential systematic uncertainties188
arising from the calculation of the detector exposure [1].189
A set of simulated events can be generated190
by randomly associating detected event times and191
instrument angles (“shuffling technique” [1], hereafter192
Method 1 ). Starting from the position and orientation of193
the LAT at a given event time, the sky direction is re-194
evaluated using the angles in the LAT frame of another195
event randomly chosen.196
4An alternative method is based on the overall rate197
of events detected in a long time interval (“event rate198
technique”, hereafter Method 2 ). Each event is assigned199
a time randomly chosen from an exponential distribution200
with the given average rate, and a direction extracted201
from the actual distribution P (θ, φ) of off-axis and202
azimuth angles in the LAT. The sky direction is then203
evaluated using the pointing history of the LAT. A204
possible issue in this method concerns the duration of205
the time interval chosen to calculate the average rate,206
since it must ensure adequate all-sky exposure coverage,207
especially in the case of a statistically limited data208
sample. In fact, the presence of any small/medium209
angular scale anisotropies in the data would create210
transient fluctuations in the instantaneous values of211
P (θ, φ) as these anisotropies pass through the LAT’s field212
of view (FoV). However, these anisotropies would have no213
effect on average values calculated on longer time scale,214
since they would be averaged out [1, 8].215
Methods 3 and 4 combine the previous techniques,216
i.e., one can extract the event time sequence from an217
exponential distribution with given average rate and218
assign the angles (θ, φ) from random events (hereafter219
Method 3 ), or one can keep the observed times and draw220
the angles (θ, φ) from the distribution P (θ, φ) (hereafter221
Method 4 ).222
We calculate the reference map by dividing the data223
in subsamples of two-months duration [9], then we add224
the maps corresponding to each period. Such choice225
guarantees averaging intervals that are long enough to226
smear out possible medium/large scale anisotropies but,227
at the same time, that are short compared to changing228
data-taking conditions (i.e. solar cycle, any change in the229
LAT performance, etc.).230
Once the reference map is known, a simple pixel-to-231
pixel comparison with the real map can be performed232
to search for statistically significant deviations. This233
method is indeed applied to integrated sky maps, in234
which each pixel contains the integrated number of events235
in a given circular region around the pixel itself. In236
case of an anisotropy with angular scale similar to the237
integration region, spillover effects are reduced increasing238
sensitivity [1].239
Another strategy is the spherical harmonic analysis of240
a fluctuation sky map. The fluctuation in each pixel is241
defined as fi = ni/µi − 1, where ni (µi) is the number242
of events in the i − th pixel in the real (reference)243
map. The fluctuations map is expanded in the basis of244
spherical harmonics, producing a set of coefficients alm,245
used to build the auto angular power spectrum (APS)246
Cˆl =
∑l
m=−l |alm|2/(2l + 1). An increased power Cˆl at247
a multipole l corresponds to an anisotropic excess at248
angular scale ∼ 180◦/l.249
Any deviation of the APS from Poisson noise CN will250
be a hint of anisotropies. The Poisson noise (also known251
as white or shot noise) is due to the finite number of252
events in the map, so that Cˆl = CN + Cˆ
ani
l . To check253
whether the observed power spectrum Cˆl is statistically254
compatible with the Poisson noise, we tested the null255
hypothesis Cˆl = CN against the alternative one Cˆl =256
CN+Cˆ
ani
l , with Cˆ
ani
l > 0. The white noise over a full sky257
observed with uniform exposure is CN = 4pi/N , where N258
is the total number of observed events. To account for a259









We select time intervals (Good Time Intervals, GTIs)263
when the LAT is operating in standard sky survey mode264
outside the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA) and removing265
the times when the LAT is oriented at rocking angles266
exceeding 52◦ [11].267
Assuming an isotropic distribution of CREs at very268
large distances from the Earth, not all of these particles269
are able to reach the LAT due to the geomagnetic field270
and Earth’s occultation. In the case of CREs there are271
regions where only positrons or electrons are allowed (in272
the West and in the East, respectively) [12]. Therefore, a273
dedicated selection is employed by means of simulations274
to reduce the geomagnetic effects on the arrival directions275
of CREs detected by the LAT. We summarize the results276
in the next section and the details of our studies are given277
in the Supplementary Online Material (SOM) [13].278
VALIDATION STUDIES279
To check the analysis methods and the prediction280
for the noise of the APS, we developed a simulation281
of an ideal detector with a FoV radius ranging from282
40◦ to 180◦, which includes the real spacecraft position,283
orientation and livetime of the LAT [14]. We performed284
1000 independent realizations with an isotropic event285
distribution at a rate of 0.1 Hz, covering the same time286
interval of the current analysis. The simulated event287
samples are analyzed with the same chain as the real288
one, and with the same GTI selections described above.289
We used the 1000 simulated data sets to check the four290
analysis methods discussed above. For each realization291
we applied each method 25 times and we calculated the292
average reference map. Then we calculated the APS with293
the anafast code [7] by comparing each simulated map294
with the corresponding reference map.295
Figure 1 shows an example of the APS obtained using296
Methods 1 and 2 for the case of an ideal detector with 50◦297
FoV radius. Further details of this study are presented in298
the SOM, and the results can be summarized as follows:299
i) all the methods give the same white noise value: ii)300
Methods 1 and 4 show some bias with respect to (w.r.t.)301
the white noise level at low multipoles, comparable with302
5the angular scale of the FoV; iii) Methods 2 and 3 show a303
better behavior w.r.t. the white noise value. As discussed304
above, the shuffling technique is based on an event time305
sequences fixed to the real one, and this can break the306
Poisson random process between events on an angular307
scale larger than the FoV.308
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FIG. 1. Method 1 (left) and Method 2 (right) APS as a
function of the multipole l for ideal detectors with a 50◦ FoV
radius based on 1000 independent simulations. The colored
bands show the regions corresponding to different quantiles
at ±1σ (green), ±2σ (yellow) and ±3σ (gray) respectively.
The blue lines show the calculation from the white noise
distribution at the same quantile values. The fluctuations
outside the 2σ region are due to the limited number of
simulations.
We performed an additional simulation injecting a309
dipole anisotropy from the direction (l = 230◦, b = −3◦)310
with different amplitudes ranging between 10% and 0.1%311
(expected sensitivity limit due to the statistics). We were312
able to detect these anisotropies with the shuffling and313
rate methods in the case of large anisotropy amplitude314
w.r.t. the sensitivity limit. However, the true dipole315
anisotropy is underestimated, in particular with the316
shuffling method. Further details on this validation study317
can be found in the SOM.318
Finally, we performed a further validation study based319
on the CRE LAT Instrument Response Functions (IRFs)320
for electrons and protons (which contaminate the CRE321
sample). We simulated an isotropic distribution with322
electron, positron and proton intensities according to the323
AMS02 data [15, 16], still using the real attitude of the324
spacecraft with the real LAT livetime. The geomagnetic325
effects were also taken into account by back-tracking326
each primary particle from the LAT to 10 Earth radii,327
to check if it can escape (allowed direction), or if it328
intercepts the Earth or it is trapped in the geomagnetic329
field (forbidden direction). We used the International330
Geomagnetic Reference Field model (IGRF-12) [17] to331
describe the magnetic field in the proximity of the Earth.332
We performed the analysis in nine independent energy333
bins from 42 GeV to 2 TeV. To reduce the geomagnetic334
effects below the level of our sensitivity, we performed335
the analysis with a reduced FoV, i.e., we set the allowed336
maximum off-axis angle as a function of energy. As a337
result, the maximum zenith angle that could be observed338
is set by the FoV, since the angle between the LAT Z-339
axis (on-axis direction) and the zenith (i.e., the rocking340
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FIG. 2. Dipole anisotropies as a function of energy. Top
panel: simulated isotropic data using Methods 1-4. Bottom
panel: real data using Methods 1-2. The markers (median
energy value calculated for a power-law flux with a spectral
index of -3) show the results and the horizontal error bars
indicate the energy bin width. The colored bands show the
expected central confidence intervals of the white-noise at 68%
and at 95%.
We adopt this strategy to avoid any distortion of342
the distribution of arrival directions in the instrument343
coordinates, since in the analysis we assume that this344
distribution is the same as the one generated by an345
isotropic arrival distribution. The final set of maximum346
off-axis (θ) angles are: θ < 40◦ for E(GeV) in the range347
[42, 56]; θ < 50◦ for E(GeV) in the range [56, 75] and348
θ < 60◦ for E(GeV)>75. The maximum off-axis angle349
used in the current work corresponds to the one used to350
reconstruct the LAT CRE spectrum [6].351
We calculate the APS with the four methods352
introduced above. For each method we average 10000353
realizations to create the reference map to be used to354
extract the APS.355
Figure 2 shows the dipole anisotropy δ = 3
√
C1/4pi [1]356
calculated using the C1 values as a function of energy357
for the last simulation for Methods 1-4 (top panel). The358
colored bands show the expected confidence intervals due359
6to the white noise, i.e., assuming the null hypothesis360
Cˆanil = 0, and correspond to the 68% and 95% central361
confidence intervals of δ. Methods 1 and 4 underestimate362
the white noise level, in particular for the low energy363
bins (i.e., those with smaller FoVs), still in the expected364
band, while Method 2 and 3 show a better behavior.365
These results are similar to those discussed in the case366
of ideal detectors with different FoVs. Further details367
are discussed in the SOM. Given the compatibility of368
the results of Method 1 with 4 and Method 2 with 3 we369
decided to analyze data using only Method 1 and 2 [18].370
DATA ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION371
We performed the analysis on real data in nine372
independent energy bins with energy-dependent FoVs as373
discussed above, on a total of about 12.2M (52k) of events374
above 42 (562) GeV.375
We present in the SOM the maps for the various energy376
bins in zenith-centered and Galactic coordinates. We377
also show the significance maps in Galactic coordinates378
obtained by comparing the integrated reference maps379
produced with Method 2 to the actual integrated maps.380
The significances shown in these maps are pre-trials,381
i.e., they do not take into account the correlations382
between adjacent pixels (see. [1] for a full discussion).383
In any case, none of these maps indicates significant384
excesses or deficits at any angular scale, showing that385
our measurements are consistent with an isotropic sky.386
We have calculated the APS for real data with Method387
1 and 2 for the nine energy bins (see Figs. [15] and [16]388
of the SOM). The current results lie within the 3σ range389
of the expected white noise up to angular scale of a few390
degrees, showing the consistency with an isotropic sky391
for all energy bins tested and for l < 30. In particular,392
Fig. 2 (bottom panel) shows the dipole anisotropy as a393
function of energy calculated from the C1 evaluated with394
Methods 1 and 2. Since no significant anisotropies have395
been detected, we calculate upper limits on the dipole396
anisotropy (Fig. 3).397
The current results can be compared with the398
expected anisotropy from Galactic CREs. Figure 3399
(top panel) shows the spectrum of the Galactic CREs400
component evaluated with the DRAGON propagation code401
(2D version) [19] with secondary particles production402
from Ref. [20], assuming that the scalar diffusion403
coefficient depends on the particle rigidity R and on404
the distance from the Galactic plane z according to405
the parameterization D = D0 (R/R0)
0.33
e|z|/zt , where406
D0 = 4.25 × 1028 cm2s−1, R0 = 4 GV and zt = 4407
kpc. The Alfve´n velocity is set to vA = 33 km s
−1. In408
the same figure, the intensity expected from individual409
sources located in the Vela (290 pc distance and410
1.1×104 yr age) and Monogem (290 pc distance and411
1.1 × 105 yr age) positions are also shown. For the412
single sources, we have adopted a burst-like electron413
injection spectrum in which the duration of the emission414
is much shorter than the travel time from the source,415
described by a power law with index Γ = 1.7 and416
with an exponential cut-off Ecut=1.1 TeV, i.e., Q(E) =417
Q0 E(GeV)
−Γ exp(−E/Ecut) (see Refs. [1, 21]) [22]. For418
both sources, the value of the normalization constant Q0419
has been chosen to obtain a total flux not higher than420
that measured by the Fermi-LAT [6] and by AMS02 [15].421
Possible effects of the regular magnetic field on the422
predicted dipole are not considered here (see [23]).423
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FIG. 3. Top panel: CRE spectra measured by the Fermi-
LAT [6] and AMS02 [15]. Blue line: Galactic CRE evaluated
with DRAGON-FLUKA [20]; Green line: Monogem alone (dashed)
and total (solid). Cyan line: Vela alone (dashed) and total
(solid). Bottom panel: Upper limit at 95% CL on dipole
anisotropies as a function of energy. The markers in this panel
show the actual measurements.
Figure 3 shows the upper limits (UL) at 95% CL on the424
dipole anisotropy δ as a function of energy. We calculate425
the ULs using the frequentist (log-likelihood ratio, LLR)426
and Bayesian methods. The current ULs as a funtion of427
energy at 95%CL range from ∼ 3×10−3 to ∼ 3×10−2, of428
a factor of about 3 better than the previous results [24].429
In Fig. 3 the anisotropy due to the Galactic CREs430
is also shown, together with the one expected from431
Vela and Monogem sources based on the same models432
used for estimating potential spectral contributions from433
them [21]. The current limits on the dipole anisotropy434
are probing nearby young and middle-aged sources.435
The current results on the CRE anisotropy with436
7the measurements of their spectra can constrain the437
production of these particles in Supernova Remnants438
and Pulsar Wind Nebulae [25–27] or from dark matter439
annihilation [28, 29].440
The Heliospheric Magnetic Field (HMF) can also affect441
the directions of CREs, but it is not easy to quantify its442
effect. A dedicated analysis in ecliptic coordinates would443
be sensitive to HMF effects. However, such analysis444
was performed with 1 year of CRE data above 60 GeV445
to constrain dark matter models without finding any446
significant feature [30].447
Anisotropy that is not associated with the direction448
to nearby CR sources is expected to result from the449
Compton-Getting (CG) effect [31], in which the relative450
motion of the observer w.r.t the CR plasma changes the451
intensity of the CR fluxes, with larger intensity arriving452
from the direction of motion and lower intensity arriving453
from the opposite direction. The expected amplitude454
of these motions is less than 10−3, smaller than the455
sensitivity of this search.456
Contamination of the CRE sample with other species457
(protons) can introduce some systematic uncertainties in458
the measurement. Ground experiments have detected459
anisotropies for protons of energies above 10 TeV460
at the 10−3 level. These anisotropies decrease with461
decreasing energies, and since the proton contamination462
in our CRE selection is about 10% [6], the total463
anisotropy from proton contamination is expected to464
be less than 10−4, much smaller than the current465
sensitivity. Moreover, being δ ∼ 1/√N , including the466
proton contamination would increase the measured limits467
by a factor ∼ 1/√1− αp, where αp is the contamination.468
Such an increase would be noticeable only in the highest-469
energy bin and can be quantified to ∼ 5%.470
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